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ABSTRACT

The entry deterrence effect of organizational choice is modelled
as a four stage game. The first stage consists of a choice between a func-
tional or divisional structure. A divisional structure is chosen when
coordination issues feature prominently, whereas a functional structure is
adopted when economies of scale are the primary concern. The second stage
considers the positioning of products, the third stage analyzes entry and
the fourth stage the choice of the prices. These decisions are decentral-
ized in a divisional structure, whereas they are centralized in a func-
tional structure. It turns out that a functional structure will set prices
higher and locate products closer together than in a divisional structure.

w Tilburg University, B604, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The
Netherlands. This research was supported by funds from the Department ofBusiness Economics at Tilburg University. I like to thank Joseph
Stiglitz for e helpful conversation.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHOICE AND ENTRY DETERRENCE

I. Introduction

Industrial Organization has traditionally been concerned with the
competition between firms at the market level of analysis. Economists do
have a"theory of the firm", but this theory is rather silent about the
internal functioning of firms. However, a significant part of the alloca-
tion of resources of a society occurs inside firms. This paper analyzes
the relationship between the choice of organization structure and the
spacing and pricing decisions of products of these organizations.
An organization structure formulates some broad rules with respect to the
division of labor into distinct tasks. Decisions regarding authority and
responsibility relationships, coordination, remuneration and so on are
determined within such a structure. An organization structure restricts
therefore the communication and actions to relatively few, formally accep-
ted channels. We will consider only two well known organization struc-
tures. A functional structure has departments organized around functions
like finance, sales and manufacturing, whereas a divisional structure is
organized around products. A feature of a divisional structure is that the
departments are usually independent profit centers, whereas this is not
possible in a functional structure due to the interdependency of depart-
ments regarding the final product(s). One of the main advantages of a
divisional structure is that it economizes on coordination problems,
whereas a functional structure reaps the benefits of economies of scale.
The departments of a divisional structure act independent of each other,
which implies that they are competitors on the market. The decisions of a
functional structure regarding the market are taken centrally. The market
choices made by the organization are commitments because the choice of
organization structure is of course sunk (, i.e. you can not sell an orga-
nization). Casual empiricism suggests that there are considerable costs
involved in changing it. These features are captured in the model of this
paper.
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The entry deterrence effect of organizational choice is modelled
as a four stage game. The first stage consists of a choice between a func-
tional or divisional structure. The second stage considers the positioning
of products. The third stage analyzes entry and the fourth stage the
choice of the prices.

Before proceeding with our analysis, we should point out some
limitations of our model. We are modelling the organization of firms in a
way that leaves out many aspect of the richness of internal organizations.
Examples are the incentive problems, renumeration schemes, the number of
hierarchical levels, the span of control, the size and scope of the firm,
and so on. All these issues are interesting in themselves, but we have to
limit ourselves in the scope of the analysis and don't imply some judge-
ment about the importance of other variables. We have chosen for a deci-
sion-theoretic or programming approach to the structure of organizations,
like for example in Sah and Stiglitz (1985) and Townsend (1987).

There have been a few other papers linking the internal and indus-
trial organization of firms. We mention Willig (1986), who analyzes mana-
gement performance as a function of exogenously given market conditions,
Fershtman and Judd (1987) and Vickers (1985), who study the effects of
delegation on market rivalry, Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983) and Hart
(~983), who focus on the use of market competition as a mechanism for
assessing management performance, and Bull and Ordover (1987), who inves-
tigate the relationship between the decision rule for rejecting projects,
the degree of competition and the size of the organization. We will expli-
citly analyze the claim made by Caves (1980, p. 77) that "... the multidi-
visional corporation may have their drawbacks in that they raise entry
barriers to new competitors - an issue not dealt with in this paper -..."
and a similar claim by Vickers (1985, p. 139) that "... the horizontal
organization of a firm (e.g. into separate divisions) can be seen as a
form of delegation that may have strategic advantages in relation to other
firms".

The article is organized as follows. Section two models the inter-
nal organization decision problem. Section three considers the choices to
be made in the market. Section four presents the results regarding the
link between the internal and industrial organízation of firms. Conclu-
sions are offered in section five.
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II. Organization Structure

1. Individuals

The set of individuals is fl-{1,...,n}. Each person i E fl is
characterized by a vector (fi,ki), where

fi - ~flli'f21i'f121'f22i)
and

ki - (kli.k2i.k31,k4i).

The amount fpqi is the production of part p for product q by per-
son i. The production of management for part j by person i is kji, when j
- 1,2. If j- 3,4, then kji is to be interpreted as the production of
management for product j-2 by person i. Production is assumed to be nonne-
gative.

2. Organization Structure

We assume that there are two possible organization structures. The
divisional structure D is an allocation of all individuals such that there
are no "parts" managers, i.e.

n
ï kli . k2il ' 0.

i-1 J

The functional structure F is an allocation of all individuals
such that there are no "product" managers, i.e.

L
i-1 (k3i ~ k4i J - 0.

Our formal definition of different organization structures cap-
tures the notion that the organization structure restricts communication
and actions to relatively few, formally accepted channels. The divisional
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structure restricts communication to the product group, whereas functional
structures formally sanction only routes concerning functions or parts.

3. Production functions

We'll first formulate some restrictions on the vector (fi,ki), i E
li. We assume that a person is either producing a certain part, or (s)he is
producing a certain product. Formally,

~
flli f22i - 0

.
f12i f21i - 0'

It is assumed that a person is engaged in part production or is producing
one of the four possible management tasks. This translates into

M , g~h,g,h, E {1,2,3,4}kgi ~i - 0
kgi ~ fPqí - 0 , g E{1.2.3.4}. P.9 E{1,2).

The total time available to each individual in order to perform
tasks (i.e. produce) is Ti(~0). We will take Ti - T- 1. Define tPqi as
the time spend on the production of part p of product q by person i. It is
obvious that for each person i

2 2
i ï t. C 1.

P-1 q-1 Pql -

The specíficatíon of the production function of operational acti-
vities that will be used is

t .max(1,a4T )
fP9i(tPqi~TPqi) - P9i

b41 - t pql . e E(0.1). b E{l.m).
P9í
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where

T -pqi

E tpqi , i E D
j~i

a j~i(tpli{tp2i) . i E F

and a E[l,m]. It can be seen that the partial derivative of fP9i(t,TPqi)
with respect to Tpqi is non-negative. This embodies the advantage of
having an organization structure F, i.e. if more persons perform task p
(or produce part p) then it will take less or the same time to produce
fpqi, given a certain level of fpqi. The first and second derivative of
fpqi(t,Tpqi) with respect to t are positive and fpqi - 0 when t- 0. This
embodies the fact that human capital is built up on the job.

The vector ki will capture the difficulty of the management task,
the difficulty of the coordination problem or the degree of tailoring to
customer wants. We assume that there are no coordination problems when
there is only one part of one product produced by the organization. For-
mally,

k
- r l~s , Sjl ~ Sj2 ) 0

{l m , otherwise

f' , Slj ' S2j ~ 0

, otherwise

where s E[l,m) is a parameter capturing the span of control. This parame-
ter embodies the advantage of having an organization structure D, i.e. the
.production of management is more difficult in functional organizations.
(We have normalized a and s to one in the divisional structure.) If person
i is a part j manager, then the management task is very easy (,i.e. kji-m)
when there are no parts j produced or when part j is used for only one
product. If a part is produced in positive amounts for both products, then
kji is finite. If person i is a product manager, then his production of
management is finite when both parts of this product are produced in posi-
tive amounts.
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Finally, we have to specify the production function of product
one (pl) and two (p2) and the organization production function. We will
employ the following simple specification for the two products:

n r n n
ph - min Slh, S2h, lil 1ch.2i ` min I1F1 kli' iFl k2il ' h- 1,2

l J}
where

n
SP9 - i~l fPQi ~P.9 - 1,2.

So, a lexicographic production function is used with inputs the parts one
and two management.

The profit function of the organization will only depend on the
output of product one and two. The product prices will be taken one. We
are hardly incorporating into our specification a variable which captures
somehow the advantage of having an organization producing several products
in the first place. However, this wouldn't contribute much to the analysis
and complicates it unnecessarily. We will use the specification

nÍP1.P2) - u(P1;P2)

where

~ P1.P2 ~ 0
. P1.P2 - 0.



II 4. Optimal Organization Structure

The organization is assumed to maximize its profits by choosing an
organization structure and an allocation of workers over the different
positions. This can be modelled as a two stage program.

The organization has to choose in the second stage an allocation
of the set of workers ti over the different positions in a profit maximiz-
ing way, given a certain organization structure. The organization will
choose a profit maximizing organization structure in the first stage,
taking into account the optimal allocation of workers in the second stage.
An organization structure satisfying these two requirements is defined to
be an optimal organization structure.

The optimal allocation of labor will now be determined, given a
certain organization structure. This is done by assigning an allocation to
each feasible point in the (a,b)-space, i.e. the space belonging to the
parameters of the production function of operational activities. Our re-
sults are derived for the n-8 case. Consider first the D-structure (,F-
structure). Three candidates for the optimal allocation of workers in a
divisional (, functional) structure are:

- two persons assigned to each management task
one person assigned to each operational activity

- one person assigned to each management task
one and a half person assigned to each operational activity.

- one person assigned to each management task
two persons assigned to each operational task of one product
one person assigned to each operational task of the other pro-
duct.

The first allocation will be referred to as D1. The second alloca-
tion will be referred to as either D2 or D3, which depends on the parame-
ters (a,b). D4 is the name of the third allocation. Our results with re-
spect to the optimal allocation of labor in a divisional structure are
derived in appendix one.

A similar characterization can be done for a F-structure. These
results are summarized in appendix one.
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The optimal allocation of labor has been determined for both orga-
nization structures and each fesible pair ( a,b). A profit maximizing orga-
nization structure has to be chosen. This is done by askíng for each feas-
ible pair (a,s) whether the optimal allocation of labor of a D or F struc-
ture generates the highest profits, given ( a,b). The optimal organization
structure as a function of the parameters (a,s) is shown in figure one,
which is derived in appendix one.

s

D

1

0

----~-------------F---------------
~
' a

Figure 1: The optimal organization structure.

Notice that this result agrees with our intuition. If the span of
control is low (, i.e. s is high) and the advantages of specialization are
low (, i.e. a is low), then we expect a divisional organization. If the
span of control is high (, i.e. the coordination problems are minor) and
the advantages of specialization are substantial, then e functional orga-
nization is expected.
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IIZ. Locations and prices

We have characterized the organization structure choice by the
variables capturing economies of scale and coordination problems. They
dealt with the internal organization of the firm. This section will deal
with the connection between the internal and industrial organization of
firms. This can be done be being more precise with respect to the two
variables mentioned above. However, this is not done because we are able
to exploit e feature of the organization structures of the previous sec-
tion which is not used yet, but is often referred to in the management
literature. This is the centralization versus decentralization of deci-
sionpower in organizations. A divisionalized structure allocates the deci-
sionpower regarding products and prices to the divisional departments,
whereas these decisions are executed at a more centralized level in a
functional structure. The implication is that an organization adopting a
functional structure will act as one entity on the market, whereas the
departments of a divisional structure will compete with each other. This
is in a spirit similar Stiglitz. He writes: "If the monopolist could dele-
gate the responsibility for the management of each store to a different
individual, and could pre-commit himself not to intervene, to co-ordinate
their actions, then it would pay for him to do so" (1986, p.64). We will
analyse the outcome of the organization structure choice for the market
and consider the entry decision of other firms in a standard location
model.

The incumbent firm is assumed to produce two products, whereas
(potential) entrants produce only one product. Firms maximize their own
profits. T'he marginal costs are all set equal to zero. We solve the game
for its Nash equilibrium. In the second stage the firms simultaneously
decide where to locate their products. In the third stage, the firms com-
pete in prices while taking the other firm's prices as given - the firms
behave as Betrand competitors.

Consumers are uniformly distributed along a circle with unit cir-
cumference. Each consumer buys either zero or one unit of the product. A
consumer buying one unit of a product produced at x has a surplus of
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C-dx-Px ,

where C is the reservation price common to all consumers, d is the dis-x
tance between the consumer and the location where x is sold and P is thex
price of product x. Each consumer buys one unit, provided that this leaves
her with a nonnegative surplus.

Figure two shows the incumbent two-product firm and one entrant.
The incumbent offers products at a and b and the entrant at c. The prices
are Pa, Pb and Pc, respectively. We assume first that the whole market is
served. We will take a- 0.

pb

Figure 2: Location of firms and consumers on a circle.

A firm with a functional organization structure will maximize the
joint profits of his products sold at a en b, whereas a firm with a divi-
sional organization structure will maximize the profits of the two producs
independently. The results with respect to the pricing decision are shown
in Table 1. The fourth location is labelled d and profits associated with
product i by rti. The case of functional organization structure with two
entrants, one on [O,b] and one on [b,l] is identical to a divisional orga-
nization structure with two entrants.
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number of entrants F-structure D-structure

no entrants

one entrant

on [b,l]

two entrants

on [b,l]

rta.nb-

~ N
Pa-Pb-C-1~4
na.nb-C-1~4

P'- ; b-2c
a 12
' tbt2c

Pb- 12
Ps- ~c- 6

- ~Ob-12Ct39~7b2-6bc412c2
rta.nb- 144
rtc- r6~2

M i
Pa-Pb-1~2
natnb-l~2

P'- 2tb-c
a 5
' ltcPb- 5

P"- 2-bc 5
. 2

rti-(Pi)

P': 44(b-d)f14cf73
a 145
' 14(b-d)~44ct43

Pb- 145
P'- 3c-32(b-d)t26
c 145
' 3(b-d)-32ca61

Pd- 145

1516(b-d)2t332c(b-d)f1516c2~2014ct4714(b-d)4403
145.145

. 2
nc-(Pc)

M 2
rti-(Pi)

,~ 2
rtd-(Pd)

P'- la2(1-d~b)
e 8
` 1.2c

Pb- 8
P'- 1~2 d-b
c 8
' lt2 1-c

Pd - 8

'Table 1: The optimal prices and profits, given locations and organization
structure.
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IV. Results

This section will establish results regarding the relationship
between the choice of organizational structure and the industrial organi-
zation of firms. Choices regarding organizational structure, locations,
entry and prices are made by firms in order to maximize profits of the
whole game.

Table one enables as to calculate the entry fee E for which entry
of the first or second potential entrant is deterred for each organization
structure. If we take E-.1, then the profits of the incumbent with a
functional structure are 9 and the profits of the first entrant are posi-
tive (5~12.5~12 -. 1), whereas the profits of the incumbent with a divi-
sional organization structure are .5 and there is no entry because the
profits of the first entrant would be negative (.09-.1).

This example illustrates several results. First, if a functional
organization structure is adopted instead of a divisional one, then at
least as much product variety will be offered and prices will be higher,
given a certain level of the entry fee E. This is the effect described by
Stiglitz (1986, p. 37). He writes: "A monopolist, controlling all stores,
simply chooses the price at each store optimally. He knows that lowering
the price at one location lowers profits at adjacent locations and takes
this into account. This induces him not to lower his prices as much in
response to entry; thus to make entry less attractive, he must place his
stores closer together".

Second, the above example shows that a divisional organization
structure will be adopted instead of a functional one, given certain le-
vels of the entry fee. The reason for the higher profits is that the com-
mitment to a competitive profile by the divisional structure deters entry.
The gains from entry deterrence outweigh the gains of the monopoly effects
of a functional organization structure.

Finally, if the entry deterrence effect of a divisional structure
dominates the monopoly effect of a functional structure, then this implies
that strategic considerations will to some extent influence the choice of
organization structure. It pays for certain (oc,s)-values to adopt a divi-
sional organization structure even when on merely internal organization
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grounds a F-structure would be preferred. This establishes the entry de-
terrence effect of organizational choice.

V. Conclusion

We have analyzed the relationship between the internal and indus-
trial organization of firms in a model focussing on the effect of the
choice of internal (de)centralization on market behavior. We have not only
formulated a new model of organization structure, but also established a
link between the internal and industrial organization of firms. It was
shown that a centralized organization structure ( , i.e. a functional orga-
nization) will set higher prices and space products closer together than a
decentralized structure (,i.e. a divisional structure), given certain
levels of the entry fee. The entry deterrence effect of organizational
choice was shown by choosing a divisional structure, although this was not
optimal from merely a coordination and economies of scale point of view.

There are of course many extensions possible of the current analy-
sis. We have analyzed elsewhere (, Hendrikse, 1988) the choice of a third
organization structure, the matrix structure. This is a hybrid of the
divisional and functional organization. It turns out that a matrix organi-
zation is predicted when both the coordination problems and the economies
of scale are substantial. The connection between a matrix structure and
the market is not straightforward. One way of modelling might be that the
organization is dividing "its market area" into ranges such tat there is
competition between these ranges but not within. However, how to formalize
this remains a topic for future research. Another topic for future re-
search is to endogenize the scope of the incumbent and entrant(s). We have
limited our analysis to an incumbent offering two products entrants offer-
ing only one product. There is of course no a priori reason to do so (,
see e.g. Brander and Eaton, 1984).

However, the main contribution of this paper lies in providing a
formal model of two well known organization structures and linking their
choice to the industrial organization of firms.
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Appendix I: The optimal organization structure

Define fpql as the production of a person who spends all his time
on the production of part p of product q and f as the production of aPqII
person who spends half of his time on the production of part p of product
q and half of his time on the other part of product q. This definition of
fpql and f II is due to the convex production technology of operationalP9
activities and the production function of pl and p2. If an even number of
people is sllocated to the production of both parts of one product, then
it is optimal to assign half of those people full time to the production
of part one and the other half full time to the production of part two. If
an odd number of people is allocated to the production of one product,
then it is optimal to assign one person half of his time to the production
of part one and half of his time to the production of part two. The others
should be split equally full time over the production of both parts.

If we have allocation D1, then

S - ï f - 1
Pq 1-1 Pqi b

n
i k3~ - 2

i-1

n
i k4i-2

i-1

n l ( 1
ph - min Slh, S2h, lFl lch~2i J - min Ib,2J - b, h- 1,2

2 2
n - L Ph-b'h-1

If we are dealing with the second allocation, then

fpql - b . max (l,a { 0,5)
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and

fP9II - 2bt1 ' max (l,a t 1) - lta
2b~1 '

The second allocation will be referred to as

D2 when a ( 0.5

D3 when a ) 0.5 .

Case D2 gives

f - 1
pqI b

f - l.a
pqIl 2b~1

S - I a lta
pq b 2bt1 '

Case D3 results in

f - 2a{1
pqI 2b

f - l.a
pqII 2bt1

S -
P9

2at1 lfa
2b } 2bf1 '

It is now straightforward to see that

n n
F k - i k - 1i-1 3i i-1 4i

ph - min(sPq,l) , h - 1,2

1

rr - 2 min(1,S ) .Pq
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If we have the third allocation, then suppose that one person is
assigned to each opereational activity of product one and two persons to
each operational activity of product two. We get

1
SPl - b

fp2l - max(l,atl)~b - lba

Sp2 - 2fp2I

n n
E k - i k - 1i-1 3i i-1 4i

P1 - l~b

P2 - min(S12,S22,1) - min(1,S12)

rt - l~b t min(1,512).

We have to compare the profits of D1, D2, D3 and D4 in order to
determine the optimal allocation of labor in a divisional structure.
The results are summarized in figure three.

a T

1

D4 D3
----------------------------

i -, r
a - b

D2
b

Figure 3: The optimal allocation of labor in a divisional struc-
ture.



A similar characterization can be done for a F-structure. We will first
formulate the profit functions and subsequently summarize the results in
figure four.

Define fpql as the production of a person who spends all his time
on the production of part p of product q and f as the production of aP9II
person who spends half of his time on the production of part p of product
q and half of his time on the same part p of the other product.

If we have allocation F1, then

S - ata
pq b

n n
E kli - ï k2i s 2~s

i-1 i-1

rt - 2 minlaba , 2~sJ .

If we are dealing with the second allocation, then

f - at2a
pqI b

- 2a{ a
fpqlI - 4bt2 '

S
Pq

at2a 2at a
- b } 4b;2

n n
ï kli - i k2i - l~s

i-1 i-1

n - 2 min(Spq,l~s).

We will refer to this allocation as FZ.
If we have the third allocation (F3), then suppose that one person

is assigned to each operational activity of product one and two persons to
each operational activity of product two.

a~2a
Spl - b

Sp2 - 2Sp1
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n n
E kli - E k2i - l~s

i-1 i-1

n - min(Spl,l~s) t min(Sp2,l~s).

Figure 4: The optimal allocation of labor in a functional struc-
ture.

The profits of a divisional and functional organization structuré
have been determined for each feasible pair (a,b). An optímal organization
structure is chosen by determining for each feasible pair (o:,s) the orga-
nization structure which generates the highest profits, given (a,b). Fi-
gure 1 is representing the optimal organization choice. The straight line
separating the D and F structure is due to our specification of the pro-
duction function.
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